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DOUBLE WIN FOR LÄSSIG: TWO PRODUCTS RECEIVE 
THE RED DOT DESIGN AWARD
Babenhausen, July 4, 2023 – On June 19, 2023, the award ceremony of the renowned Red Dot Awards 2023 took place in Essen, 

Germany. Among the attendees were Jana and Marvin Lässig, Next Generation of Lässig GmbH, and Christina Driessen, Head of 
Product Design. They proudly accepted the award in the category „Product Design“ for two LÄSSIG products – the GEO children’s 
tableware and the Mini Rolltop Backpack. Visually appealing, functional, smart, innovative – the Red Dot Design Award recognises 
outstanding design quality and honors the products that meet these high standards every year. With this year‘s award, LÄSSIG was 
once again able to convince the jury of experts. In recent years, 11 products such as the Green Label Adventure Backpack (2019) or 
the Activity Blanket Tiny Farmer (2021) have received the Red Dot Design Award.

“We are incredibly proud that two of our products have won the renowned Red Dot Design Award this year. This award confirms 
our high standards in terms of design, innovation and functionality. We put a lot of love, know-how and planning into the develop-
ment of the award-winning products. Therefore, we are all the more pleased that the GEO tableware and the Mini Rolltop Back-
pack were able to convince the jury of experts,“ explains Stefan Lässig, who manages Lässig GmbH together with Claudia Lässig, 
Karin Heinrich and Andrea Sibylle Ebinger. 

GEO CHILDREN‘S TABLEWARE
The innovative GEO children‘s tableware from LÄSSIG meets the highest design standards. With modern shades and cool geome-
tric shapes, the tableware sets a new scene at the family table. Plates, cups, bowls & co. are predominantly made of bio-based 
plastic – sustainable and stylish at the same time! Thanks to the raised edges and the angular shape, the stackable GEO children‘s 
tableware makes learning to eat easier. Goodbye disposable plastic tableware, hello long-term alternative: The sturdy children‘s 
tableware is made of more than 85% plant-based raw materials, such as sugar cane, rather than limited petroleum resources. In 
addition, it is BPA- and melamine-free and can be washed in the dishwasher at up to 65° C.

MINI ROLLTOP BACKPACK 
The Mini Rolltop Backpack is a flexible children‘s backpack that, thanks to its trendy roll-top opening, can be expanded from 9 to 
up to 11 liters. This way there is always enough space for lunch box and water bottle. In addition the water-repellent backpack 
convinces with cool features such as carabiner hooks, reflectors, padded shoulder straps and many practical extra compart-
ments. Thanks to removable patches, the children‘s backpack can be individually customized. 
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ABOUT THE RED DOT DESIGN AWARD 
The Red Dot Design Award is one of the largest design competitions worldwide and an internationally respected seal of design 
excellence. It is divided into three disciplines: „Product Design,“ „Brands & Communication Design“ and „Design Concept”. The 
awards are presented by a jury of experts who place the highest value on aesthetics, functionality, inovation and smartness. 
Products that meet these high standards are awarded with the Red Dot Design Award.

Further information at: www.red-dot.de

ABOUT LÄSSIG 
Lässig GmbH, which was founded by Claudia and Stefan Lässig, is an internationally successful lifestyle company with its 
headquarters in Babenhausen, Hesse. From the very beginning, the entire LÄSSIG team has worked to show that profitability, 
social commitment and sustainability are not mutually exclusive in an innovative company. 

For more than 15 years, the LÄSSIG brand offers high-quality, sustainable, stylish and functional fashion and lifestyle products 
for babies, children and parents. These are created with great attention to detail and meet the demands of modern, active, 
environmentally conscious families. All styles inspire with a contemporary eco design and score with many great features that 
make everyday family life easier for babies, children and parents. They also grow with the needs of each individual family 
member. The products can be found in 50 countries in stationary stores and online stores as well as in the company‘s own online 
store. 

Since 2022, PALOPA, the new brand from LÄSSIG, offers innovative dog products that optimally meet the needs of the beloved 
four-legged friends as well as the demands of dog owners. High-quality as well as sustainable – out of love for animals, people 
and nature. 

Further information at: www.laessig-fashion.com and at www.palopa-pets.com
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